the power of learning.
ExxTend LearningTM is OverNite Software’s learning
management system (LMS). As both an LMS and a
learning content management system, ExxTend Learning
empowers organizations to administer, track, and report
on training, while also providing an avenue to create,
import, and deliver the content across their organization.

Ask for your FREE trial today!
ExxTend Learning benefits
Employee Engagement

Improved Employee Performance

Accessible 24/7, our relevant content

Create a learning experience that

encourages a learning culture that

builds knowledge, closes skill gaps,

can motivate employees to invest in

and increases overall performance

knowledge and improvement.

throughout your organization.

Real-Time Training Records

Rapid-Response Technical Support

Detailed records are at your fingertips to

Receive top-notch technical support

evaluate the status of compliance and

from our in-house Customer Service

organization initiatives.

Team.

Start Empowering your organization. Contact Us.
1.979.849.2002 |

overnitecbt.com |

sales@overnitecbt.com

ExxTend Learning Features

Reporting

Classroom Manager

The reporting feature is a powerful

This versatile tool allows courses

tool that allows managers to

to be used in a blended learning

evaluate training compliance,

atmosphere, and also enables

execute organization initiatives,

Administrators to quickly and

and identify learning gaps. Reports

conveniently credit class attendees

can be exported to browser, PDF,

with just a few clicks.

Microsoft Excel , or email.
®

®

Content Delivery

Content Creation

ExxTend Learning content can be

ExxTend Learning has a built-in

delivered in four different learning

course authoring tool that provides

modes – Test, Learn, Study, and

organizations with the ability to

Adaptive. This versatility provides

create their own custom courses.

organizations with options for
how their employees learn and
demonstrate knowledge.

Curriculum Manager

Third-Party Content

This tool allows the ExxTend

ExxTend Learning has the capability

Learning Administrator to organize

to deliver content from third-party

and deliver the curriculum (content)

providers such as; uploaded SCORM

to users in individual or manageable

compliant content, AICC content,

units such as equivalencies, tracks,

HTML and many other options.

jobs, groups, or roles.

Start your Free trial today. Contact Us.
1.979.849.2002 |

overnitecbt.com |

sales@overnitecbt.com

